Hands-On Organizing Testimonials
“My brothers and I bought the 20 hour package from Smiling Spaces as a Christmas present for
my parents. She was patient with all of us as we sorted through 20 years worth of our stuff. She
explained everything we were going to be doing and the purpose of all of the steps. It was an
amazingly rewarding experience! We each learned so much from the process. There were parts
that would have stalled us out completely had we been on our own, that she had the answer too!
She helped us find places to recycle and trash certain items like an old safe, and nearly empty
paint cans, and charities that will come right to your door to pick up donations! We accomplished
so much together and I honestly believe it will never get back to the way it was! We learned life
skills, we laughed and had fun, enjoyed family time, and we conquered a major project! We
couldn’t have done any of it without Andrea and Smiling Spaces. Thank you so much, Andrea, for
your help, patience, kindness, and inspiration!!!” -Shayla O
“Andrea's "Less Piles, More Smiles" tag line is right on! She is great at getting you over the hump
of being intimidated by your project. She has thoughtful, creative ways to organize. She's
efficient, upbeat, & committed. She has lots of great tips, systems, & ideas & leaves me feeling
very motivated when we are done with an organizing session. -Jenny H.
"Andrea took care to listen to our problem. Her approach was systematic, easily understood, and
most definitely considerate to our needs. It's a solution that has proven to work for us." -Sarah N.
"It's hard to change a habit and commit to being a more organized person, Andrea's support and
helpful counsel continues to move me towards my goals of a clutter-free life!" -Lauren A.
"I Think of it as an investment in your potential, like working with a personal trainer. I feel like a
million bucks when I pull into the garage now. The basement is a big Holy Cow! It's like a miracle
when I go down there now. Thank you so very, very much for tackling that." -Renee M.
"Andrea is a positive resource for helping you work through the process, no more spinning my
wheels!" -Marilyn M.
"The service provided was not only prompt and thorough, everything is now clearly marked,
easily found and neatly stored." -Paul F.
"I learned techniques and tips to maintain my newly organized spaces and can now apply them to
other areas of my life." -Elisa P.
"Before we started, I had two big concerns: that someone else was going to see my messiness,
and that the amount of work was too great for the amount of time we had allotted. She set me at
ease, gave me realistic goals and we accomplished more in the time we had than I thought
possible." -Heather C.
“I made the purchases you suggested. Morning breakfast prep is so much easier. Thanks for your
suggestions!” -Rhonda L.
“Smiling Spaces has helped me reach my goals of getting organized this year! It has been one of
the best investments in "home health" I have made! Thanks Andrea!” -Lorna L.

